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RESEARCH NOTE 

ASCOT RESOURCES 

Investment highlights 

Ascot Resources Limited (AZQ) is a coal explorer with a strong 

management team. It has an early stage metallurgical coal 

project in Colombia, Titiribi, where AZQ believes it can facilitate 

the development of a low capital and operating cost mining 

operation by the end of 2014.  Mine development is anticipated 
to commence production at 250ktpa expanding to 500ktpa 

within 12 months. AZQ is undervalued in comparison to its peers 

and we are initiating coverage with a Speculative Buy rating. 

Near term catalysts include Pre-Feasibility studies and resource 

definition. 

• Peers comparison - A number of small cap companies listed on 
the ASX are developing metallurgical coal projects. The majority of 
these projects have given investors some indication of the size, 
capital required and estimated development time to first coal sales. 
Based on our analysis, the market is placing a higher in-situ value 
on companies with proposed operations outside of Australia with 
near-term production. 

• Path to production - The Phase 1 drilling program resulted in a 
maiden resource of 8.1mt which includes 5.2mt in the measured 
category and 0.7mt in the indicated category.  Following the release 
of the maiden JORC resource, AZQ will finalise a Pre-Feasibility 
Study (PFS) based on open-pit mining of a semi-soft, high volatility 
metallurgical coal that will include a “starter operation” to 
commence in 2014. 

• Attractive location - The coal deposit is situated in a valley on the 
western flank of the Andes and adjacent to a major highway that 
hosts coal transport trucks.  The Project site is located 70km from 
the State Capital, Medellin, and it is close to existing utilities and 
infrastructure including the Pacific port of Buenaventura, 500km by 
road. It is envisaged by AZQ that mining will focus around three 
primary seams, truncated by a number of cross-cutting faults and 
exploitable by open-cut mining methods. 

• Coal properties - Coal quality results were received from 
independent verification and testing specialists SGS.  This testing 
confirmed that the product was a high energy coal (≈ 7,000kcal/kg) 
with a relatively high Free Swell Index (FSI>5), high volatiles, low 
ash levels (<10%), moderate sulphur (≈ 1.0%) and low 
phosphorous. These properties are typically consistent with a 
metallurgical coal.  The marketability of the coal in local and export 
markets will be investigated in the Pre-Feasibility Study based on 
the coal quality analysis completed concurrently with the JORC 
compliant resource definition. 

• Payments pending - AZQ acquired a 90% ownership in the Titiribi 
Coal Project for a consideration of 3.0m shares and $0.5m cash. Mr 
Kopejtka then joined the board as the Executive Chairman and he 
will receive further consideration in the form of 58.26m performance 
shares as performance hurdles are achieved. These will have a 
material impact on the shares on issue and those controlled by the 
Executive Chairman. The Managing Director, Andrew Caruso, will 
receive up to 16.5m performance rights as performance shares 
hurdles are achieved – these were re-allocated to Mr Caruso from 
Mr Kopejtka (from the initial consideration issued by the Company). 
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Investment thesis and valuation  

Ascot Resources (AZQ) owns 90% of the Titiribi Coal Project in Colombia. It is an early 
stage metallurgical coal project where AZQ believes it can facilitate the development of an 
initial 250ktpa “starter operation” by the end of 2014 expanding to a long term production 
rate of 500ktpa within 12 months. The early analysis conducted by the Company indicates 
the mine to be a relatively low capital intensity operation with low operating costs.  The 
resource is outcropping and drilling to date has defined a measured and indicated resource 
to support an operation of this size.  There are limited regulatory hurdles that need to be 
cleared and Titiribi is well located near a sealed road with links to both Atlantic and Pacific 
ports.  We are initiating coverage of AZQ with a Speculative Buy as we believe the 

upcoming Pre-Feasibility studies and further resource definition will provide the 

catalysts for share price appreciation. 

A number of small cap companies listed on the ASX are developing metallurgical coal 
projects (we have listed 13 in Appendix 1). These companies have projects located in a 
number of jurisdictions, which vary in size from the small such as Titiribi to very large such 
as Attrum Coal’s Groundhog Project in British Columbia (BC), Canada.  They are also at 
varying stages of development from exploration through to the completion of Definitive Pre-
Feasibility Studies.   

The majority of these projects have given investors some indication of the size, capital 
required and estimated development time to first coal sales.  It should be noted that these 
estimates can be subject to large variations.  We have charted the capital intensity 
(estimated capital expenditure/estimated annual coal production) against the estimated 
time to first coal production in Figure 1 and the value the market is giving the total 
resources defined to date, Figure 2. 

Figure 1: Capital intensity v estimated first coal 
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As shown in Figure 1, there is a group of companies, including AZQ, that have relatively low 
estimated capital intensity (<$100/t) and estimated first coal is within the next 18 months.  
Within this group we can exclude Endocoal (EOC), which has been acquired by a foreign 
entity, and Cockatoo Coal, which has a weak balance sheet placing some uncertainty over 
the viability and timing of the project.  This leaves Cokal (CKA), Guildford Coal (GUF), Attila 
Resources (AYA) and Ascot Resources (AZQ). All these projects are located outside of 
Australia, have relatively small operations and resources and do not require large 
infrastructure projects to be developed. 

As shown in Figure 2, the market is placing a higher in-situ value on companies with 
proposed operations outside of Australia with near-term production, with the exception of 
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AZQ. It is for this reason that we believe AZQ is undervalued when compared to its 
peers.   

Figure 2: In-situ valuation EV/t 
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Company Overview  

Ascot Resources Limited (AZQ) is a Colombian-focused coal explorer with a strong 
management team. AZQ evolved from an Australian-focused metals explorer, Epic 
Resources, which changed strategic direction by acquiring 90% of the Titiribi coal 
concessions in mid-2012 (Figure 3).  

Figure 3: Location map  Figure 4: Coal deposit interpretation 

 

 

 

Source: Ascot Resources  Source: Ascot Resources 

 

The coal deposit is located in a valley on the western flank of the Andes (Figure 5)where 
AZQ would like to start a small scale open-cut operation that will commence at 250ktpa of 
saleable product with scope to increase within 12 months to long term production of 
500ktpa. 

Figure 5: Topography of Titiribi 

Source: Ascot Resources 

 

The Titiribi Coal Project is made up of three concessions located in the Department of 
Antioquia, Colombia. It sits in the valley of Rio Cauca, between the Cordillera Occidental 
and the Cordillera Central of the Andes mountains. The Department of Antioquia region has 
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known coal resources, however it is one of the smaller regions highlighted by the Central 
Government and development to date has been limited to a handful of small mines 

The Project site is located 70km from the State Capital, Medellin, and it is close to existing 
utilities and infrastructure. The Pacific port of Buenaventura is 500km by road. 

AZQ has one minor project in Australia. The McPhees Gold Project, Western Australia - AZQ 
has entered into a conditional agreement to sell the McPhees Gold Project contingent on the 
vender listing on the ASX.  In the current gold environment tha appears unlikely. 

AZQ has allowed its option to earn a 75% interest in the Quartz Hill project in the Northern 
Territory to lapse. 

General analysis of key projects  

AZQ is focusing on a “starter operation” that will commence at 250ktpa of saleable product 
and expand to 500ktpa within 12 months. AZQ has completed the mapping of outcropping 
seams, resistivity surveys and last month completed the Phase 1 drilling program.   

The drill program largely focused on the southern two concessions to accumulate the data 
for the Company’s maiden JORC compliant coal resource.  However, there is scope to 
increase the resource that will support increased production rates.   

First pass exploration was completed on Lara, the northern tenement of the Project, 
including surface geophysics (resistivity, LUND surveys). Three diamond drill holes of the 
program targeted the southern part of Lara and the results are reflected in the majority of 
the inferred resource. 

AZQ has set out the timeline it would like to follow to production, shown in Figure 6. 
Following the completion of this drilling program and the release of the maiden JORC 
resource, AQZ will finalise a Pre-Feasibility Study to quantify open-pit mining of a semi-soft, 
high volatility metallurgical coal at a high level.  

This study is expected later in 2013. Should the Project prove economic, AZQ anticipates 
that a “starter operation” could commence in late 2014 which will form the basis for 
additional resources to be defined and production to be increased (Figure 6). 

Figure 6: Development timeline 

 

Source: Ascot Resources 

 

In March, AZQ elected to expand the Phase 1 drilling program, due to the continued 
intersection of significant coal seams (Figure 7). To complete this in line with AZQ’s 
objective of fast-tracking the operation into production, it mobilised an additional drill rig, 
taking the number of rigs operating on the resource definition to four. A total of 24 holes 
were drilled comprising 17 diamond drill holes (totalling 2,898m) and 7 open holes 
(totalling 896m) within the El Balsal, El Silencio and Lara concessions. 14 coal seams with 
potential economic value were identified and correlated in two concessions (El Balsal and El 
Silencio), resulting in a total JORC compliant maiden resource of 8.1mt, including 5.2mt in 
the measured category and 0.7mt in the indicated category.   
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Figure 7: Expanded Phase 1 drill program 

 

Source: Ascot Resources 

 
Coal Quality Analysis 

Analytical data from the 14 cored holes at El Balsal/ El Silencio comprising 85 coal samples 
have been used to determine the coal quality model. Definitive coal quality results received 
from independent verification and testing specialists the SGS Group have been reviewed by 
Behre Dolbear to ascertain product and marketability.   

Coal quality results are shown in Figure 8 with the following highlights: 

• High calorific values (CV), >6,500 kcal/kg; 

• Free swelling index (FSI) >5 and as high as 9; 
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• Low phosphorous (P), <0.005%;  

• Moderate sulphur ((≈ 1.0%) and  

• Low ash (<10%). 

These properties are typically consistent with a metallurgical type coal and AZQ will 
complete further test work on other drill samples in the future.  The marketability of the 
coal in local and export markets and this impact will be investigated in the Pre-Feasibility 
Study. This will be followed by AZQ developing a series of test pits to access near surface 
coal to provide bulk samples to interested parties. 
 

Figure 8: Coal quality data 

 

Source: Ascot Resources 

 
Open-cut mining of steeply dipping coal seams is not an uncommon practice. Management 
has mined this style of coal geology before in the Collie Basin, Western Australia. In 
addition, the privately owned La Margarita mine is only 15km from Titiribi and it has been 
mining similar geology, 60º - 70º dipping seams, and selling the coal domestically as a high 
energy thermal coal to an end user 300km away. A comparison is provided in Figure 9. This 
provides us with confidence that Titiribi can be a successful operation.  

Figure 9:Comparison of La Margarita and Titiribi coal projects 
 La Margarita Titiribi Notes 

Land area (ha) 230 210 Based on El Balsal/El Silencio and Lara 

Deposit strike (km) 2 2.5 Based on El Balsal/El Silencio and Lara 

Deposit thickness (m) 200 up to 250 Thickness of Amaga varies along strike at Titiribi 

No. of seams 21 25  

Seam thickness 0.2 to 5 metres Up to 10 metres  

Seam dip 70° 55° Dip at Titiribi variable 

Seam strike North North  

Resource estimate  50 - 70 Mt 8.1Mt AZQ estimate of La Margarita resource 

Production rate (t/mth) 9,500 20,000  

Pit depth 120 150 High level estimate for Titiribi 

Strip ratio 10:01 10:01 High level estimate for Titiribi 

 Coal type  Thermal Metallurgical  

Coal quality (btu) 11,000 12,000 Allowance of dilution at Titiribi  
 

Source: Ascot Resources 
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Regulatory Requirements 

In Colombia, permitting is handled through the Antioquia Department Government (state 
level) if the annual coal tonnage is under 800ktpa. As AZQ is currently looking at increasing 
production to 750ktpa it will be able to obtain mine and environmental approvals at the 
state level.  

AZQ employed a consultant to review the existing PTO (mining license) and PMA 
(environmental license) approvals that the landowner (10% minority owner) received from 
the Antioquia department government in 2011, for a smaller project.  The resulting gap 
analysis between the existing approval and the scope of AZQ’s project implies that the 
required studies and revised approvals should take around 12-15 months to complete. 

Royalties payable by Carbones de Titiribi 

1. 5% government royalty – applicable for production less than 3Mtpa 

2. 2% marketing royalty payable to project vendor 

Potential products and markets 

Analysis to date suggests coal quality at Titiribi can be classified into two distinct products; 

• The first product, estimated to represent 85%-90% of saleable production, is low 
phosphorous, moderate sulphur, high volatile metallurgical (semi-soft coking) coal. 

• The second product, estimated to represent 10%-15% of saleable production, 
exhibits similar characteristics but has a higher sulphur content (>1%). AZQ 
believes this product could be sold into the domestic market as a cement coal to 
customers such as Cementos Argos, the largest cement firm in Colombia.  

Historically, Colombia has been dominant in the Atlantic coal trade, serving both the 
eastern seaboard of the US and European markets. There has been a recent shift in world 
trade: coal from Richards Bay South Africa, which previously competed with Colombian 
coals in Europe, has been diverted to Asian markets, while Colombian coal now competes 
with Russian coal in Europe. Exports to the US have also declined, while South America and 
Asia are growing in importance as markets for Colombian coal. 

Current work on widening the Panama Canal, planned for completion in 2014, is seen as a 
key opportunity to increase the thermal coal exports to the Pacific market as it would allow 
Capesize vessels to avoid travelling around the Cape of Good Hope, saving a significant 
number of days travelling time. In the case of AZQ it would provide access to Brazil and 
other West Coast destinations from the port of Buenaventura. 

The first product could be exported to surrounding regions – most likely Brazil and Peru. 
Colombia is a major exporter of coal to these regions – third largest to Brazil, and the 
largest exporter to Peru. AZQ has identified the port of Buenaventura as the most likely 
access point to these regions. 

Brazil is particularly of interest over the next few years as the country is exhibiting strong 
rates of growth in steel production (and electricity) as it gears up for the 2014 World Cup 
and the 2016 Olympic games. The Brazilian government is providing significant 
infrastructure and property-related stimulus, which has resulted in the planning of a 
number greenfield steelmaking facilities and the expansion of existing capacity.  

 

Coal in Colombia 

Colombia has considerable mineral and energy resources, especially coal and natural gas 
reserves. In 2010, Colombia was the tenth-largest coal producing country and the fifth-
largest coal exporting country in the world. It is the largest coal producer in Latin America 
(74.3mt). Colombia also is the largest exporter of coal to the U.S. 

Mining in Colombia is ruled by a modern Mining Code that sets out transparent and stable 
rules for domestic and foreign investors and clearly defines the function of the State as 
facilitator, regulator and promoter of private investment for the sector’s development. 
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Antioquia has been identified by the Servicio Geologico Colombiano (Ministry of Mining) as 
an area with high potential for Thermal and Metallurgical Coal.  However, the majority of 
coal reserves in Colombia are located in the north of the country. The mining areas of 
Department of Guajira and Department of Cesar account for approximately 90% of the total 
coal production.  

There are a number of multinational mining corporations operating in Colombia as shown in 
Figure 9. The biggest coal producers in the country are Carbones del Cerrejon consortium, 
(composed of Anglo-American, BHP Billiton & Glencore Xstrata) and Drummond. Cerrejon is 
the largest coal mine in Latin America and the largest open-cut coal mine in the world. It is 
owned by the Carbones del Cerrejon consortium, operated by Glencore Xstrata and 
produces approximately 32mtpa. Drummond operates the second-largest coal mine in 
Colombia, La Loma, producing about 22mtpa. 

Figure 10: Colombian coal projects 
Name State/Province Mining Style Operator/Significant Owner Commodities 

Carboluis Coal Project Santander Open Pit Rio Tinto plc Coal 

Caypa Colliery La Guajira Open Pit, UG  Pacific Coal. Thermal 

Cerrejon Colliery La Guajira Open Pit Glencore Xstrata plc Thermal 

Cerro Largo Coal Project Cesar Unknown CPC S.A.S. Thermal 

Cerro Largo Colliery Cesar Open Pit, UG Pacific Coal  Thermal 

Cerrolargo Centro Coal Project Cesar Unknown Drummond Company,  Coking 

Cesar Coal Project Cesar Unknown New Age Exploration  Coal 

Cleary Coal Operation  Open Pit Gerdau S.A. Coking 

Cordoba Coal Project Cordoba Unknown Corvus Coal Limited Coal 

El Carmen Coal Project Norte de Santander Unknown Magdalena Coal Inc  Coal 

El Contento Coal Project Bolivar Unknown Magdalena Coal Inc  Coal 

El Hatillo Colliery Cesar Open Pit CPC S.A.S.  Coal 

Galca Coal Project Cesar Open Pit Glencore Xstrata plc  Coal 

Hunza Colliery Boyaca Underground C.I. Hunza Coal Ltda.  Coking 

Jam Colliery Boyaca Underground Pacific Coal  Coking 

La Francia Colliery Cesar Open Pit Goldman Sachs Group Thermal 

La Guajira Coal Project La Guajira Open Pit, UG CCX Carvao da Colombia SA  PCI, Thermal 

La Loma Coal Operation Cesar Open Pit Drummond Company Thermal 

La Miel Coal Project Cesar Unknown Aurora Energy S.A.  Thermal 

La Tigra Coal Project Santander Underground Pacific Coal  Thermal 

Landazuri Coal Project Santander Open Pit, UG Carboland Coking 

Pelaya Coal Project Cesar Unknown Lara Exploration Ltd.  Coking 

Prodeco Coal Operation Cesar Open Pit Glencore Xstrata plc  Thermal 

Rondon Coal Project Boyaca Open Pit, UG Carboandes S.A. Coal 

San Joaquin Colliery Antioquia Underground Carbones San Fernando  Coal 

Socha Coal Mine Boyaca Open Pit London Mining plc  Coking 

Subachoque Coal Project Cundinamarca Open Pit Unspecified Company or Entity  Coking 

Titiribi Coal Project Antioquia Unknown Ascot Resources Ltd  Coal 
 

Source: Interria 
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Infrastructure 

Colombia primarily exports to the Atlantic markets Europe, North America, and Latin 
America, as the vast majority of Colombia's coal producing and exporting infrastructure is 
located on the Caribbean coast. The Pacific coastline has coal terminals such as 
Buenaventura which are due for expansion and gives direct access to Asian markets. The 
Panama Canal allows the country’s ports to serve both the Atlantic and Pacific Basin 
markets. 

The main infrastructure in place for transport to the exporting terminals is currently 
undergoing expansion and revision. The bulk of coal from the main export producing 
regions in the northeast of the country is transported by rail, whereas the smaller producers 
in the centre and centre east of the country use road. 

Port Puerto Bolivar, owned by Cerrejon, and the ports in the regions of Ciénaga and Santa 
Marta play a significant role in coal exports. Both serve the Atlantic markets. There are 
main two railroads in operation in Colombia, both in the north of the country: The Cerrejon 
railroad and the Fenoco railroad. And a number of rail projects throughout the country, as 
shown in Figure 11.  

Figure 11: Rail projects 

 

Source: Ministerio de Transporte 
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Corporate Overview 

Market Capitalisation 

AZQ currently has 33.6m shares on issue listed on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) 
with a market cap of $2.0m. There are 3.5m options issued with a strike of $0.20 that 
expire 31 January 2014 and 800k Employee Incentive Options with a strike of $0.20 that 
expire 22 February 2016. 

As at 31 March 2013, AZQ has cash of $1.5m and a fully-drawn, two-year unsecured 
convertible note for $1.2m issued by Resource Capital Funds (RCF). The note is convertible 
at RCF’s election into shares at a conversion price of $0.18/share and pays a coupon of 
14% pa payable in cash or shares.  

When AZQ (listed as Epic Resources at the time) acquired the 90% ownership in the Titiribi 
Coal Project, consideration of 3.0m shares and $0.5m cash was given to the vendor, Paul 
Kopejtka. Mr Kopejtka then joined the board as the Executive Chairman and he will receive 
further consideration in the form of 58.26m performance shares as performance hurdles, 
outlined in Figure 10, are achieved. These will have a material impact on the total shares on 
issue and those controlled by the Executive Chairman, Paul Kopejtka.  The Managing 
Director, Andrew Caruso, will receive up to 16.5m performance rights as performance 
shares hurdles are achieved 

Figure 12: Performance shares  Figure 13: Major shareholders 

Performance hurdle Consideration 

Stage 1 (within 12 mths) 10mt inferred resource 11.0m 

Stage 2 (within 18 mths) 20mt inferred resource 11.5m 

Stage 3 (within 24 mths) 20day VWAP > $0.35 12.0m 

Stage 4 (within 24 mths) 20mt measured resource 38.76m  

 
Shareholder 

Shares 

(m) Percentage 

Paul Kopejtka 2.6 7.7 

Pheakes Pty Ltd 2.1 6.4 

AH Super 2.0 6.0 

Romal Sifal Pty Ltd 1.4 4.1  

Source: Ascot Resources  Source: Bloomberg 

 

AZQ has future obligations to the 10% minority owner of Carbones de Titiribi these include 
a cash payment of US$1m on the first quarter of production at an annualized rate of 
300ktpa or greater. And additional payments linked to future JORC compliant reserves 
defined by AZQ, as set out in Figure 15. 

Figure 14: Additional payments to minority owner 
JORC Reserve Cash Component1 Production Royalty 

<20m tonnes - - 

Between 20m and 30m tonnes US$0.10/t US$0.70/t 

Between 30m and 45m tonnes US$0.25/t US$0.75/t 

Between 45m and 60m tonnes US$0.35/t US$0.65/t 

Between 60m and 75m tonnes US$0.50/t US$0.50/t 

>75m tonnes US$0.75/t US$0.25/t 
 

Source: Ascot Resources 
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Board of Directors 

Mr Paul Kopejtka   Executive Chairman 

Mr Kopejtka has a Bachelor’s Degree in Chemical Engineering and is a member of the 
Australian Institute of Company Directors. Mr Kopejtka has been associated with a number 
of Australian listed companies, notably Murchison Metals Ltd, Extract Resources Ltd and 
Indo Mines Ltd. He was a founding director, shareholder and former Executive Chairman of 
Murchison Metals. Under Paul’s leadership, Murchison successfully developed the Jack Hills 
Iron Ore Stage 1 mine producing 2Mtpa of high grade Iron Ore. In late 2007, Murchison 
entered into a Joint Venture with Mitsubishi Corporation to jointly develop the Jack Hills 
Stage 2 project. More recently Murchison sold its 50% share in the Joint Venture to 
Mitsubishi Corporation. 

Mr Andrew Caruso Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer 

Mr Caruso has over twenty years' experience in the mining industry including operations, 
management and executive roles within Australia and overseas. He spent over five years 
working in significant Australian coal operations, including two years at BHP Coal in 
Queensland. For the past two and a half years, he was CEO of Crosslands Resources Ltd, 
which is developing the Jack Hills iron ore expansion project in Western Australia. Prior to 
that, he was the Managing Director of Australasian Resources Ltd (ASX: ARH) which is 
developing the Balmoral South iron ore project in Western Australia. Mr Caruso has a 
Bachelor's Degree in Mining Engineering and is a member of the Australian Institute of 
Company Directors. 

Mr Joseph van den Elsen   Non-Executive Director  

Mr van den Elsen is currently an Executive Director and the Country Manager – Colombia 
for Hampshire Mining Group, a privately owned coal Project development company, as well 
as being a Director and Shareholder of Ascot Equities. Prior to joining the Hampshire Mining 
Group, Mr van den Elsen was an Associate Director with UBS having previously held a 
comparable position with Goldman Sachs JBWere. A permanent Colombian resident fluent 
in Spanish, Mr van den Elsen provides Ascot Resources with invaluable in-country 
experience as well as being integral to the company’s ambitions to grow by acquisition. 

Mr Francis De Souza   Non-Executive Director 

Mr De Souza has many years’ experience in financial services, specialising in corporate 
advisory and equity markets with a specific focus in the resources sector. Mr De Souza is 
the co-founder of Otsana Capital Pty Ltd, a boutique advisory firm specialising in mergers & 
acquisitions, capital raisings and Initial Public Offerings (IPO's). Mr De Souza has facilitated 
a number of resource transactions ranging from reverse takeovers, project evaluations 
through to IPO's and capital raisings 

Disclosure of interests and disclaimer  
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Appendix 1 

 

Name Code Share 
Price 

Market 
Cap 

Cash M & I Total 
Resource 

Project Name Location Annual 
prod 

estimated 
capex 

capex 
$/t 

Estimated 
first coal 

EV/t 

Endocoal EOC  0.38   47.74   -    88   389  Rockwood Queensland 1.5  42   28.0  Dec-13  $0.12  

Guildford Coal GUF  0.11   69.86   34.14   40   111  South Gobi Mongolia 3.5  70   20.0  Mar-14  $0.32  

Cokal CKA  0.17   69.88   11.30   -    60  BBM Indonesia 2  100   50.0  Mar-14  $0.98  

Cockatoo Coal COK  0.05   45.75   5.27   852   1,717  Baralaba Expansion Queensland 3.5  311   88.9  Jun-14  $0.02  

Attila Resources AYA  0.39   19.77   4.74   76   78  Kodiak Alabama, US 1.1  80   72.7  Sep-14  $0.19  

Ascot Resources AZQ  0.06   2.40   1.55  5.7  8.1  Titiribi Colombia 0.5  28   56.0  Dec-14  $0.11  

Jameson JAL  0.22   34.88   3.59   60   81  Crown Canada 1.6  284   177.4  Mar-16  $0.39  

Carabella CLR  0.16   23.62   12.27   109   141  Grosvenor West Queensland 5.5  500   90.9  Dec-16  $0.08  

Stanmore Coal* SMR  0.12   25.01   29.03   -    95  Belview Queensland 3.5  869   248.3  Jun-17 -$0.04  

Bathurst Resources BTU  0.15   104.59   17.64   64   82  Buller New Zealand 2.4  200   83.3  Sep-17  $1.06  

Tigers Realm Coal TIG  0.16   97.68   15.18   50   330  Amaan Russia 6.5  2,110   324.6  Sep-17  $0.25  

Malabar Coal MBC  0.32   27.20   20.66   94   469  Spur Hill NSW 7  1,500   214.3  Mar-18  $0.01  

Aspire Mining AKM  0.05   31.60   10.27   217   446  Ovoot Coal Mongolia 12  1,865   155.4  Jun-18  $0.05  

Draig Resources DRG  0.04   2.29   4.00   -    75  Teeg Mongolia      

New Age 
Exploration 

NAE  0.03   3.92   4.10   -    -   Lochinar UK/Columbia      

Universal Coal UNV  0.10   20.76   5.68   746   1,065  Berenice South Africa      

Attrum Coal ATU  0.75   109.18   4.58   569   1,567  Groundhog Canada      
 

Source: Patersons Research 
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Recommendation History 

 

 

Stock recommendations:  Investment ratings are a function of Patersons expectation of total return (forecast price appreciation plus 
dividend yield) within the next 12 months. The investment ratings are Buy (expected total return of 10% or more), Hold (-10% to +10% 

total return) and Sell (> 10% negative total return).  In addition we have a Speculative Buy rating covering higher risk stocks that may not 
be of investment grade due to low market capitalisation, high debt levels, or significant risks in the business model. Investment ratings are 

determined at the time of initiation of coverage, or a change in target price.  At other times the expected total return may fall outside of 
these ranges because of price movements and/or volatility.  Such interim deviations from specified ranges will be permitted but will become 

subject to review by Research Management. This Document is not to be passed on to any third party without our prior written consent. 
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